Memorandum

TO: SAC Milwaukee (137-155)
FROM: SA C.M. Austin

DATE: 11/26/63

SUBJECT: '66-66 PC - TF

Dates of Contact:

Titles and File nos on which contacted:
Assassination of Pres. Kennedy, 11/22/63
Jack Ruby, etc.
Lee Harvey Oswald: Victim - deceased

Purpose and results of contact:

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

Inf. was contacted re. the assassination. Said he knew nothing of it, denied it, and would certainly advise any info he received on it. Said as a matter of fact he had arranged for Vaughn Meader to appear at a Democratic party dinner that night, 11/22/63, which was cancelled. Party was to be at the Eagles Club.

Inf. said he knew Dan Simon & Kravna, but never had heard of Tucky Ruby. Said he saw his picture on TV & has never met him.

Informant certified that he has furnished all information obtained by him since last contact.

Rating: Good

Coverage: Noidum activities

Personal Data

1 - 62 - Assassination of Pres. Kennedy
144 - Tucky Ruby, etc.